Ceramics are well known for their
properties of not conducting heat as
seen in this photo from a National
Geographic Magazine article where this
ceramic cube glows with an interior
temperature of 2200 degrees, yet can be
safely held by bare hand.

Space Shuttle technology combines
hollow ceramic tiles with a vacuum
center to protect the Space Shuttle
against incredible heat at re-entry.
Physics law states “nothing can move by
conduction through a vacuum, since it
represents an absence of matter.” So, it’s
impossible for heat or sound to travel by
conduction through a vacuum.

During the 1970’s, General Industries Corporation, a specialty chemical
development company in Colorado Springs, Colorado, Rohm and Haas,
the world leading manufacturer of resins and polymers, and the 3M
Company who designed the vacuum ceramic micro spheres, spent 7
years of trial and development to put this science into a system that
would perform under the toughest conditions on the planet, and in the
conditions that are the most important to you, your project.
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THERMO
THERMO--SHIELD FLUID APPLIED CERAMICS ARE THE RESULT. THEY
PROTECT, RESTORE, BEAUTIFY, AND INSULATE ANY SURFACE THEY
ARE APPLIED TO, AND THERMO
THERMO--SHIELD HAS A SYSTEM TO GO ON
ALMOST EVERYTHING. THE COATINGS ARE LOADED WITH CERAMIC
MICRO SPHERES WITH A HOLLOW CENTER THAT CONTAINS A
VACUUM. IT IS THIS VACUUM/CERAMIC THAT CREATES THE
INCREDIBLE HEAT BLOCKING BARRIER !

ROCKET SCIENCE FOR HOMES, BUSINESS,
AGRICULTURE, AND INDUSTRY

SPECIAL ELASTOMERIC RESINS FORM A SEAMLESS AND
FLEXABLE MEMBRANE AND PROVIDE REMARKABLE
ADHEASION AND RESISTANCE TO NATURAL OR CHEMICAL
BREAK-DOWN

VACUUM CERAMIC MICRO SPHERES
REFLECT AND DISSIPATE HEAT,
THEY ALSO PROTECT AND FORTIFY
THE COATING

UNIQUE POLYMERS ADD WATERPROOFING,
BREATHABILITY AND LONG LIFE.

Premium exterior paint from local
building supply applied to epdm rubber.

Thermo-shield applied to other
Thermoside of epdm , then cut into
strips…

Give it a good stretch
White paint simply cracks

Thermo-shield can be
Thermostretched and stretched and
it will not crack

Thermo-shield formula’s are complex combinations of
ThermoAcrylics, Elastomerics, Mastics, Weather-Proofers,
Dispensers, Reflectory Materials, Mildew Inhibitors,
Fungicides, Bonding Resins, Anti-Shrink Materials, and
other Materials heretofore unavailable.

Thermo-shield products are unaffected by Ultra
ThermoViolet Rays or Atmospheric Pollution. They are Non
Toxic, causing no know health or environmental
impact. The coating has undergone rigorous
testing to ensure its resistance to blistering,
fungus, hail, even chemical corrosion.

CALCOAST ANALYTICAL – ITL
Materials Chemistry and Lighting Science
TEST PERFORMED : ASTM D1308 Chemical Resistance of Cured Coating Film
Ref:Lab File #0530-3A/91 Sixteen Hour Spot Test for the following chemicals.
Automobile Brake Fluid
Animal Urine
Battery Acid
Bleach
Blood
Bunker Fuel #2
Carbon Tetrachloride
Chloroform
De-icing Chemical
Ethylene Glycol
Gasoline
Hydrochloric Acid 20%
Hydrochloric Acid 35%
Isopropyl Alcohol
Lipstick
Mineral Oil
Menthylethyl Keytone
Motor Oil
Naptha
Nitric Acid 10%
Sodium Chloride 5%
Sodium Chloride 40%
Sulfuric Acid 25%
Treated Sewage
Xylene
Skydrol , (fire retardant, aircraft hydraulic fluid)
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Results Key:
N=No Effect
S=Staining
O=Slight swell
B=Blistered

All the ingredients used in ThermoThermo-shield are synthetic
Other paints and coatings use cheap fillers to keep the cost of
their product down. Fillers like China Clay are common natural
products that are readily broken down by nature. Thermal Shock,
Extreme Heat or Cold, Wind, Rain, Snow, Hail, Ultra Violet Exposure,
turn other products hard, they crack, blister, fade, peel, decay,
turn chalky, or simply decompose.
The vacuum ceramic micro spheres are the “fillers”
in ThermoThermo-shield Coatings. They are virtually indestructible in
the conditions faced day in and day out in homes, business,
agriculture, and industry.

Torch is ignited, and a layer of
vacuum ceramic micro spheres
are poured onto hand

3,600 degree flame is applied to
micro spheres.

Just 3 brush coats of Exterior turn this cardboard box into rubber duck’s
leak free swimming pool ! (great for ponds and water features)

Thermo-shield Coatings have another very special property that
Thermomakes them unique from ordinary paints and coatings

Thermo--shield Coatings have “ Variable Permeability ”
Thermo

When conditions are wet, special polymers swell, making the
coating completely watertight. When conditions are dry, these
polymers shrink and moisture can breath out, never trapping
mold, mildew, dry rot, or R value robbing moisture in walls and
mold
ceilings

BECOMING WATERTIGHT
WHEN WET

Variable Permeability

BREATHING OUT MOISTURE
WHEN DRY

In an article at bobvilla.com entitled:

“Ceramic Coatings for Increased Insulation” , it says
“ Ceramic coatings and insulating paints bring huge energy savings
as they prevent conditioned air loss from inside and block heat build
up from outside. Ceramic coating has been around for 20 years and is
highly effective in preventing unnecessary heat loss or gain in
residential and commercial structures. Inspired in part by the
ceramic tiles NASA uses on the space shuttle, a ceramic coating is a
paint mixed with one or more ceramic compounds for application via
spray or roller to exterior or interior surfaces.
Depending on the ceramic compound used ( there are 100’s of
varieties ), this insulating product has the ability to prevent heat
transfer and heat loading onto a structure”.

Thermo--shields
Thermo
unique chemistry allows the
micro spheres to stay in fluid
suspension until applied, where they
form a seamless, flexible, heat
blocking microstructure that fights
heat gain or heat loss.
This was not an easy task as the
spheres are light and will float to the
top of ordinary paint or coatings.
This leads a lot of our competition to
use solid spheres, or products that

have been simply

ground into dust

ceramics are ground to form microscopic spheres

Ceramic and silica particles

Thermo-shield works
Thermoagainst all 3 forms of heat
transfer
Conduction
Convection
Radiation

Conduction: Direct heat flow thru matter resulting
from physical contact

Convection: Transfer of heat within a gas or liquid

Radiation: Transmission of electromagnetic rays

Interior Heat Flows

Radiation
Convection
Conduction

Measured k-value ( conductivity ) of common
building materials, taken from the
2005 ASHRAE HANDBOOK
Hardwood, oak
Softwood , cedar

conduction

1.25
0.68-0.90

Plywood, douglas fir

0.80

Particle board

0.94

Wafer board

0.63

Fiberboard acoustical tile

0.42

Loose fill cellulose

0.27

Cement plaster, sand aggregate

5.00

Brick, fired clay
Cement/lime, mortar, stucco

2.50-10.20
9.70

Spec sheet from competitor “Super Therm”
(

)

shows a K-value of 0.101
pretty good compared to the common building materials shown
however….

THERMO-SHIELD
THERMOSHIELDâ
â
HAS A K-VALUE OF
0.054
Do the math. Its easy to see, ThermoThermo-shield works better !
(

)

Thermo--shield’s low conductivity in real world applications :
Thermo

From United Mattress: Manufacturing Facility, Colorado Springs, CO.
Thermo-shield was applied to INSIDE walls of Mattress Sterilization Unit. Unit
Thermoruns at 220 degrees and has substantial energy costs to operate.
“After monitoring electrical consumption for 6 months, we can verify a 25 %
savings in our energy costs. We also noticed the thermostat began cycling OFF.
In the past it had always stayed ON until we turned the Unit off.”

From Hyssna International: Gulf Cement Factory, Ras Al Khaima, UAE
Thermo
Thermo--shield was applied to the OUTSIDE of 2 steel access doors
on a large manufacturing kiln.
Door # 1

surface temp before coating
surface temp after coating

435 degrees f.
336 degrees f.

- 99 degrees

Door # 2

surface temp before coating
surface temp after coating

360 degrees f.
296 degrees f.

- 64 degrees

Convection
Physics tells us that moist air always moves to dry air and heat always
moves to cold, this can lead to moisture levels building up in walls and
attics and in their insulation. A small 1 ½ % moisture level in a wall will
reduce R-level of fiberglass insulation by 36 %.

“ It’s hard to stay warm in a wet coat, and the same thing is
true for walls and ceilings.”
Testing in Germany showed that ThermoThermo-shield coatings will remove
and regulate moisture levels in a wall during the first season of use.
Their study showed that reducing the moisture ( convection level ) in
a wall makes that wall work the way it was designed to and just
having that dry wall can improve performance of that wall an
average of 15%

Eliminates Condensation on Walls
Thermo-shield Coatings will dramatically reduce hot - cold / cold - hot
Thermosurface temperature fluctuations. The special formula reacts to ever
changing humidity in the air or increasing moisture levels in a wall,
absorbing excess moisture into the coating to be released back into the
room as humidity levels fall. Peak performance from dry walls in the
winter and built in cooling during the hot summer months

Promotes Healthy Air and Environment
The ThermoThermo-shield formula is designed to control the total humidity
level of a room. It is set to maintain humidity levels at an optimum 55%.
This makes breathing easier. ThermoThermo-shield does not release any
allergens into the air. Also the coating is free from any emissions,
having no detrimental impact on health or environment. Even heat
reflection and distribution ensures less air circulation and that means
less dust. The ceramics on the coating surface prevent electrostatic
charges and the chemical bonding with dust particles that can occur
with common paint.

Results shows excellent reflectivity in the
spectrums that account for heat transfer by

Radiation
Visible Light

88 %

Near Infra-Red

84 %

Ultra-Violet

15.6 %

How a surface reflects these spectrums give an
Overall Solar Reflectance percentage
Thermo
Thermo--shield performs at 82.3 %

Solar Reflectance of Common Roof Surfaces
Dark Pea Gravel

0.12

Typical Tar and Gravel

0.34

Black Roof

0.05

Dark Gray Roof

0.15

White Roof

0.55

Aluminum Shingle

0.40

Epdm Rubber Roofing 60 mil.

0.10

Aluminum Fiber Silver Coat

0.36

Thermo--shield, white
Thermo

0.82

This test measures reflectance in
all spectrums responsible for
heat by Radiation:
Visible, Near Infra-Red, and UltraViolet

UV spectrum only accounts for about 5 % of heat

In 1997 a 3 year study with 24 white and aluminum coating systems
was begun. This project measured initial reflectivity and infrared
emittance. And compared this to measurements taken from samples
that had weathered for 3 years.

Initial 1997 measurements from these Government sponsored tests
show Thermo-shield dramatically blocking heat gain

Notice that the Thermo
Thermo--shield and the air
temperature are within a few degrees.

In 2000, after 3 years of real world weathering
conditions, ThermoThermo-shield ( R70E90 )
out performs all others in the testing with 70%
reflectivity and 90% Infrared Emmitance
measurements

White will stay cooler than black, as white reflects the
energy and black absorbs it, but even black
Thermo--shield will stay 25 % cooler than the black
Thermo
Epdm !
Black EPDM rubber

Black
Thermo-shield

Aluminum coat

White
Thermo-shield

Temperature sensors are placed under samples and
allowed to warm with the morning sun on two
consecutive mornings. Temperature’s were recorded
when separate thermometer achieved air
temperature of only 80 degrees .
( reached by 10:00 am )

Black
Thermo-shield

Black EPDM
Aluminum Coat

White
Thermo-shield

Black Thermo
Thermo--shield is 13 degrees cooler than Black EPDM, but notice
that Aluminum Coat is only 3 degrees cooler than Black ThermoThermo-shield
shield,
and White Thermo
Thermo--shield is within a few degrees of air temperature!

interiors
High reflectivity of the Near Infra-Red spectrum and low heat
conductivity make ThermoThermo-shield perfect for interiors. Heat waves
bounce around a room instead of radiating into your walls and
ceilings, loosing their value. Temperature fluctuations between
ceilings and floors can be greatly reduced, enhancing comfort levels
and an over all feeling of well being.
With

Using InfraInfra-Red
imaging you can see
that heat from hand
simply disappears
into wall with
common interior
paint.

Heat from hand
will radiate back
into room with
Thermo--shield
Thermo
Without

Beautiful Finish
Blocks Heat Gain OR Loss
Waterproofing
Variable Permeability
Humidity Control
Noise Absorption
Non Toxic in Liquid or Cured Form
Low VOC / No Harmful Emissions
Eliminate Condensation
Easy to Insulate Existing Buildings
Washable, Scrubable.
Foot Traffic Resistant
No Joints or Seams
Remains Flexible
Environmentally Friendly

Stain Resistant
Mold, Mildew, Fungus Resistance
Energy Savings/Quick ROI
High Fade Resistance
Long Life Performance
Chemical Resistant
Crack Bridging
Improves Air Quality
Long Factory Warranty
Un-Effected
Effected by UV exposure
Fire Resistance
Blocks Sound Transmission
Easy to Apply
Competitive Price
Over 25 Years Testing+History

Just some of the benefits available in every gallon of
Thermo--shield Fluid Applied Ceramic Systems
Thermo

